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A Study on Development of Consciousness 
for SelfRealization 

An effort for self reform is required to successfully adjust oneself to changing society. 
Especially upcoming 21 st century which is globalization and information-oriented 
society would be a keen knowledge-based competitive society. Under this situation, we 
should create complete self reflection and value and prepare for rich humanity in'order 
to cope with inhumanity expecting to appear in 21st century. Our experience showed 
that we could not be happy with just material things. Therefore the clear thing is that 
upcoming society would long for mental richness not material one. By raising 
continually our consciousness, we should manage ourselves for adjusting society. 

The purpose of this study is to explore the meaning of consciousness and mental 
operation of human and examine conscious life through an experiential case. 

We intend to solve the problems immediately in the level(low level like environment, 
behavior and ability) belonging to them when certain problems happen in our life. But 
it is not very effective. Even though we can solve a problem with an immediate action, 
eventually the same problem happens again just changing the shape. To solve a problem 
completely, the way of solution should be founded in the high level even though a 
problem happens in the low level. Then a problem in the low level would be solved by 
itself. If the problems like environment, behavior and ability change the consciousness 
of a high level like belief or value and identity, a final direction of solution is fixed and 
it is not regarded as a real problem. 

Related to these levels of consciousness, this study offered mental operation of 
human, management of relation, and conscious standard. As an experiential case, it 
also suggested like that; a behavior that I should do, karma, how should we meet?, life 
is happier if it is simple, teaching of saying and experience, three universe, and 
presence. 
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In conclusion, mental attitude which is not a place for getting advantage of our life 
but a place for  offering the opportunity of learning is important to have high 
consciousness, which makes people amicable and kind, and treat all organism with a 
good will. Modest attitude which knows the limits in mind and phenomena is also 
required. As every people is performing his own destiny, ranter than a great cause or 
movement and sentimentalism which intend to save another suppressed victim, if 
leaving them alone and looking them with a detached manner, we come to have an 
insight into the fact that most of them enjoy their melodrama. And the observing 
attitude toward people is necessary. There are child and teenagers the inside of most of 
people. This child and teenagers only mimic adults. Since they were young, they tend to 
be deprived of their mind in the conquest of romantic and sexual shape, love with the 
other sex, impatient temper, competition, jealousy, curiosity and self pity. Therefore our 
problem can be solved only by ourselves recognizing the level of six step. The reason i s  

that an ability to solve a problem in front of us is given to the person who has an 
consciousness about it. 
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